As a business leader, if you know exactly what your organization needs to do and exactly how you are going to do it, you do not need strategic portfolio management. For everyone else, there is OnePlan.

Whether your portfolios consist of products, services or projects, strategic portfolio management means being able to change direction regularly and rapidly, based on trustworthy data that is easily visible and complete. It means having measurable goals and strategies (objectives and key results, or OKRs), followed by aligning ideas and activities to those OKRs. Finally, it requires making good decisions on the sequencing and resequencing of your initiatives based on metrics of value, capacity and business performance.

CONFIDENTLY ADAPT TO MARKET CHANGES
Change direction regularly & rapidly, based on trustworthy data that is easily visible and complete.

MEASURE PROGRESS TO GOALS & STRATEGIES
Define measurable goals & strategies with ideas and activities aligned to OKRs

OPTIMIZE FLOW OF VALUE
Sequence and resequence your initiatives based on value, capacity and business performance.
OnePlan empowers business leaders to define Objectives and Key Results (OKRs) across programs, teams and departments, create visual roadmaps, and measure progress.

**Align OKR’s to your unique hierarchy**
Whether you need a view by business unit, value stream, program or product area, OnePlan supports the many hierarchies and matrices in an enterprise.

**Effortlessly update progress against OKRs**
Accountable owners and contributors can easily update progress routinely against OKRs.

**Provide visibility to portfolio level progress on strategies & initiatives**
Portfolio dashboards provide real-time progress to the team, as well as enabling reports and performance analyses of trending over time.

**Gain insight & understanding to interdependencies between your objectives**
OnePlan board views enable you to gain insights into connections & patterns, edit them on the fly and drag & drop items to re-order and re-categorize.

**Analyze & predict business performance with persona-based dashboards**
Analyze & forecast business performance over time, including progress against OKRs, financial budget status, forecasts against investment targets & more.

**Understand the size & timing of your portfolio with rich roadmap visualizations**
OnePlan roadmap views provide a rich visualization for understanding the overall size and timing of your portfolio.